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The Erei sofa appears to be levitating, as it rises from the floor supported by slim legs despite its important silhouette. It
is the basis of a seating system that can be assembled in an abstract landscape with different configurations, inspired by
the Sicilian mountain range Erei. The padding gives a unique look that resonates the classic capitonné as a contemporary
story that only Elisa Ossino can tell.
DESCRIPTION
Femininity is meaningfully expressed by Elisa Ossino in a new system of modular sofas with a classic, yet modern aesthetic.
Extra comfort is achieved by utilising generous padding and a series of loose cushions that completes the design.
Coffee tables in neutral supporting material and a soft shape with wide radiuses in the corners and a perimeter bevel to
further slender the thickness. Covered in different materials such as veneer wood, treated metals and natural pigmented
leather.
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Frame: wood with elastic straps.
Feet in epoxy-polyester powder coated steel, gunbarrel grey or brick red. Feet in thermoplastic.
Padding: variable-density foamed polyurethane, memory foam and polyester wadding. Only for the UK market, the parts
in memory foam are made in polyurethane foam.
For FR (Fire Resistant) versions, padding materials follow current regulations.
Loose cushions: goose down covered in cotton cloth.
External cover: removable cover in fabric or non-removable in leather and velvet.
Small tables in black high-density wood fiber (CDF) panel, oil-treated, covered with mineral pigmented cowhide tanned in
natural matt colour or covered with delabrè aluminum sheet, striped brass sheet, striped grey steel or dark delabré steel,
or aniline-dyed solid ash wood or smoked oak, finished with open-pore transparent acrylic paint.
Feet in epoxy-polyester powder coated steel, gunbarrel grey or brick red coloured.
Dimensions:
Sofas - H.70 cm L.200 / 250/300/350 cm D.102 cm
Modular elements - L.150 / 175/200/225/250/275/300/325 cm
Daybed - h.70 cm L.102 cm D.153 cm
Chaise longue - h.70 cm L.127 cm D. 153 cm.
Pouf - h.40 cm. L. 102 x 102 – 120 x 120 – 125 x 102 cm.
Tables: h.21 cm L. 47x47 - 95x95 – 95x45 – 146x45 cm.

Elisa Ossino designed Erei for De Padova. A modular sofa equipped with seats that can be assembled in various
configurations, taking its name from the Sicilian mountain range, known for the calcareous erosions. The product is
characterised by the unique sculptural, yet extremely soft volumes.
The materials and the padding have been studied to assure the needs of maximum comfort and softness in relation to the
sculptural aspect obtained by eliminating the traditional distribution of back and seats in different sectors. The rarefied
and buttonless capitonné helps to accentuate the marked plastic presence of the volumes. The two unique cushions
reproduce the pure geometric figures of the square and the circle, which are visually translated into abstract forms.
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